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With increasing frequency, moral theologians are finding work as paid consultants to the medical field.(1) This development has been a boon to moral theologians looking for jobs in tight academic markets. Every hospital, research institution, and health-care facility needs a "bioethicist," and a legion of unemployed or employed but underpaid Ph.D.s is ready to serve when called. The contribution of medicine to theology extends beyond philosophers' and theologians' financial well-being. Philosopher Stephen Toulmin argues that medicine "saved the life of ethics" by nudging philosophers away from metaethics and toward casuistry.(2)

The Secularization of Moral Theology

The developing dependency of moral theology on professions like medicine exerts influences that could distort the mission and practice of moral theology, however. I pose a question: Is it possible that the encounter with medicine, and bioethics in particular, is contributing to the secularization of moral theology?(3) At root, the question concerns institutions with increasingly antagonistic values: the church and the medical profession. If, as is claimed, the medical profession (including healthcare and bioethics) has become secular, then its values depart from or minimally are indifferent to the values of the church. The extent of this conflict needs to be assessed if theologians are to remain active in bioethics.

That secularization threatens Catholic healthcare is a common allegation.(4) Increasingly, too, many worry about the secularization of bioethics. The theologians and philosophers who helped develop bioethics worry that medical practice has been unleashed from moral considerations. There are different accounts of the specifics of the secularization, and of what is required to maintain Catholic integrity in healthcare. Some explain secularization by referring to the loss of "Catholic identity," as often described in university education.(5) Preservation of Catholic identity becomes the key to resisting secularization.(6) The association of secularization with diminishing Catholic identity leaves us still short, however, for specifying the criteria of Catholic identity can be as mystifying as describing secularization. Does Catholic identity require merely Catholic inspiration, or also Catholics, as doctors, nurses, staff, and even patients?(7) At other times authors define secularization negatively as the absence of explicitly religious convictions from some field, public, or profession. These convictions are not referred to when justifying certain behaviors (e.g., providing uncompensated care) or prohibiting others (e.g., aborting or euthanizing).(8) Religious convictions are eschewed as divisive or inappropriate. Secularization involves the adoption of the language of public reason and the abandonment of deliberation about the ends of medicine.

The advantage of the secular perspective is its ostensibly non-judgmental angle on issues. Some believe the strategic advantage has theological support. This is especially true for Catholic theologians who argue that Catholicism requires a posture of this kind of openness to the world.(9) Theological discourse must conform to the reason prevailing in public argument.(10) All reasonable
persons should be convinced of the reasonability of theological discourse. Thus theological claims must be reasonable, as Curran writes: "Reasonable people should see the truth in what is proposed and do it." If and when people do not see the truth in the propositions, there is something wrong with the propositions. Explicitly religious perspectives are seen to reflect views without broader cultural warrant and appeal. They produce value judgments masking contingent subjective attitudes and should not be presumed or imposed in public discussion. Public discussion forbids the assumption of the rightness or wrongness of any activity as such.

Even those who commend the use of secular discourse, however, still often fear the loss of Christian healthcare. Almost all who decry secularization see the influence of the business model on Catholic healthcare as negative. They point, in particular, to aspects of the Church's special ministry as threatened by economic considerations. Many who allege these "secularizations" lament the loss of religious intervention in medicine.

Late in his career, Richard A. McCormick, S.J., noted the "profound threat" of secularization to Catholic integrity in healthcare. McCormick was the most prominent Catholic bioethicist of the past twenty years and a role model for many moral theologians interested in biomedical issues. He studied contemporary developments in medicine and theology long enough and deeply enough to identify many areas of promise and challenge. McCormick was especially concerned about the displacement of the mission of service by Catholics themselves. The mission was the raison d'être of Catholic hospitals; without a mission, Catholic healthcare would cease to exist. McCormick described the mission of Catholic healthcare in rich language: "Catholic hospitals exist to enact in the healthcare setting what God did in Jesus. Jesus is God's love for us in the flesh. The Catholic hospital exists, therefore, to be Jesus' love for the other in the healthcare setting." The mission McCormick described involves the I-Thou encounter of persons within the framework of agapic love. The encounter is premised by theological commitment to the worth of both caregiver and patient and guided by the action of divine love. Divine and human actions converge in the encounter. For Christians, Jesus' love frames the medical encounter. The medical encounter must be "guided by and generative of the moral dispositions and perspectives implied in Christ's phrase, 'as I have loved you.'" The secularization McCormick lamented objectifies the caregiver, who becomes an instrument of the fulfillment of the patient's desires; and it objectifies the patient, who has only those claims to care that she and her doctor contractually agree upon. Thus patients could demand that doctors and nurses help them die, and doctors could turn away the poor or AIDS patients, for instance. For the theologian these developments were unacceptable, according to McCormick.

McCormick worried that the business model had almost entirely supplanted the Catholic mission of healthcare. He believed Catholic healthcare once had the power to transform the practice of medicine but was being overwhelmed by other concerns. He noted, too, that bioethics had not slowed the march of healthcare to the beat of secularization. In fact, he attributed the growth of bioethics to its impotence to transform or slow the process of secularization. He wrote, "[indeed] we could mount a fairly persuasive argument that bioethics in the United States in the past twenty years has developed peacefully and serenely because it has posed no threat to the major developments in medicine of the past twenty years."

McCormick describes a missed opportunity: Bioethics could have -- should have -- challenged certain medical developments. Instead of providing critique, bioethics became an ally in the
development of a secularized medicine. Eventually, bioethics itself became secular. Other theologians and even non-religious philosophers agree about the secularization of healthcare and bioethics.\(^{25}\) According to H. Tristram Engelhardt, the commitments of the Christian community oppose the commitments of the secular healthcare institution. The Christian, for instance, views suffering as an avenue to the virtue of humility. Secular medical commitment views suffering as an enemy of the patient's good and a violation of the patient's dignity. The commitments of each institution are increasingly incommensurable. In language consonant with McCormick's description of the Catholic healthcare institution's raison d'être, Engelhardt writes:

The traditional Christian understanding of life collides with the immanent goals of the cosmopolitan liberal. Traditional Christian health care institutions look beyond medical health to focus on union with God as the only goal in terms of which charity, justice, and mercy have their right sense and significance. Secular health care institutions look to the claims of this world. Finally, traditional Christian morality requires setting limits that the liberal cosmopolitan must find offensive. Traditional Christian health care institutions will not only refuse to provide care that many hold to be theirs by right. They also implicitly reprove those seeking such interventions by recognizing those endeavors as immoral.

The raison d'être of traditional Christian health care institutions is in secular terms counter-cultural.\(^{26}\)

Engelhardt aptly describes the difficulty: In our culture many will claim from medicine certain procedures and treatments as their right. These claims are not arbitrary but emerge from the ethos of the culture. Thus, for instance, when infertile couples (or even individuals) claim as their right the pursuit of children through in vitro fertilization (IVF), adoption, or other means, they understand their claims as matters of justice. Denying them their "right" to children is an injustice, they assert. Traditional Christian morality, as Engelhardt shows, will see these as wrongful claims. Though the claims may often be profoundly moving and comprehensible, they are nonetheless unjust from the perspective of a faith that views children as more than objects of rights claims. The Catholic healthcare provider thus does not merely reject the service; its rejection of the service entails as well a rejection of the claim. Each perspective, then, views the other as unjust. Thus, Engelhardt calls these opposed views "anti-moralities."\(^{27}\) In this context bioethics must choose sides. The evidence is in -- the side for technology almost always prevails over the side for the limitation of the technology.

**The Marginalization of Religious Perspectives**

Thus bioethics and theology are increasingly antagonistic. Historically this is surprising, and for some like McCormick or Daniel Callahan, personally disappointing. Theology dominated bioethics at its inception in the 1960s and 1970s.\(^{28}\) This was due in part to the prominence of Christian theologians and Jewish scholars involved in bioethics, including McCormick, Callahan, Paul Ramsey, Joseph Fletcher, Leon Kass, Seymour Siegel, and David Feldman, and also to the dominance of theological language and methods. Those theologians represent a diverse group, especially considering their moral positions, so the secularization noticed by bio ethicists does not presuppose the departure from any particular moral stance. This is a critical point: The former dominance of theology in bioethics did not reduce theology to moral theory.\(^{29}\) Bioethics was not theological
because it expressed conservative moral positions. Instead, theology contributed, at multiple levels, to views about the ends of healthcare and the goods of the human person to the embrace of a diversity of languages considered appropriate to moral discussion.

The early bioethicists, however, conceived bioethics as an external source of wisdom upon which medicine could draw. This is expressed implicitly in McCormick's comment, quoted above, about the failure of bioethics to challenge developments in medicine. Bioethics works when it challenges and guides medical developments, when it points medicine toward individual and social goods that the business model may not capture, when it insists upon a conception of the person as bodily and spiritual. That is in the past. Now, "The field has moved from one dominated by religious and medical traditions to one now increasingly shaped by philosophical and legal concepts."(30) Engelhardt expresses a greater lament: "In bioethics, the journey from the religious orthodoxies of the Middle Ages, through the rationalist hopes of modernity, to the disappointments of post-modernity, spanned less than 30 years. One has during this brief period been brought to look for theoretical and rational guidance, and then one is shown little guidance is in fact available."(31) The consequence has been the marginalization of religious perspectives.

The work of sociologist John H. Evans supports the narrative of bioethics' secularization.(32) Evans describes how a theologically shaped discussion about the ends of medicine "thinned" to a formal discussion about means, primarily in terms of risks and benefits. This was caused by many factors, but Evans and others describe a historical process that saw the diminishment of theological language and its replacement by formally rational discourse.(33) The victory of bioethics over substantial theological contributions to the field is total, if not permanent. Thus, Evans asserts:

> The growing institutionalization of the bioethicists' form of argumentation is suggested by the continued growth in the number of bioethicists in this debate. When scientists were being challenged by theologians for jurisdiction in the 1960s, bioethicists and theologians had equal numbers of influential authors, but among the common authors there were many more theologians than bioethicists. By the mid-1980s this had changed, and bioethics was second only to science in producing influential authors. By the time period considered in this chapter [1992-1995], bioethics had the greatest number of influential authors, followed by science, philosophy, law, and finally, theology, which had only one.(34)

Thus the thin discourse of science displaced the thick discourse of theology. Thin discourse prevailed because it was much more suitable to public policy discussion. This presents theologians with a choice: Either they accept their irrelevance,(35) or they adopt bioethics' thinner mode of discourse. That adoption, however, it would seem, amounts to what the theologians describe as secularization.

**The Influence of Bioethics on Moral Theology**

Here arises the difficulty for moral theology. Many theologians agree with and contribute to this description of healthcare's and bioethics's secularization, yet how many are asking about the influence of bioethics on moral theology? If McCormick provides reason to doubt the influence of theology on medicine, if in fact moral theology was powerless before developments in medical science, might there not have also been, and continue to be, negative influences on moral theology?
The supposition of the narratives we have seen is that moral theology witnesses this unfortunate division of itself from medicine and bioethics; but, that is too simplistic an understanding of the relationship of these disciplines. Theologians are called upon by medicine and the healthcare industry to serve them as bioethicists, so moral theology has not separated from bioethics. Are they doing so in ways that raise challenges McCormick thought nonexistent, or must they accept the new rules of bioethics that jerry rig outcomes in favor of the unchallenged march of medicine? Furthermore, as we shall see, it is naïve to continue thinking that moral theology is immune from its social context.

Stanley Hauerwas has written the most extensive critique of theologians' involvement in bioethics. In *Suffering Presence: Theological Reflections on Medicine, the Mentally Handicapped, and the Church*, and elsewhere, Hauerwas criticizes all the participants (singling out Fletcher and Ramsey as representative) for not showing "how their religious convictions have made a difference for the methodology they employ or for their response to specific quandaries." The jerry rigging, according to Hauerwas, occurs across the gap separating theology from ethics. Thus, Hauerwas writes: "What is interesting about the debate between Fletcher and Ramsey is that it could have been carried on completely separate from the theological premises that each side claimed were involved." According to Hauerwas, the moral commitments of the participants appear to have no connection to asserted theological conviction. In other words, Hauerwas believes the theologians built the process of secularization into their contributions.

Evans' research shows how bioethics exploits the gap Hauerwas describes. According to Evans, bioethicist John Fletcher translated Ramsey's and Kass' arguments into language amenable to the nonpartisan language of bioethics advisory commissions. Evans writes,

> "Even though these views [of Kass and Ramsey] are premised on theological, philosophical, and ethical beliefs that many do not hold, the objections contain a core that should and can be addressed." That is, the 'ethical beliefs' or ends that are not universal and commensurable will not be further discussed, and the parts of Ramsey's and Kass's arguments that conform with the bioethicists' form of argumentation will be treated as representative of all their arguments. Needless to say, if Ramsey's and Kass's arguments are limited to those used by bioethicists, the two will eventually be described as agreeing with bioethicists.

This argument works hand in hand with Hauerwas's: If theologians want to remain part of the discussion, either their efforts will be exploited in the way Kass's and Ramsey's were, or the theologian preemptively will have to translate his or her views into the accepted language of bioethical argumentation. In other words, contemporary bioethics forces theologians to recast some questions, and even to preempt others, if theologians want to remain relevant. Hauerwas thus augments McCormick's insights. Where McCormick noticed the slight or nonexistent influence of bioethics on medicine, Hauerwas noted the diluting influence of bioethics on theologians.

Hauerwas knows, of course, that at least some of those he criticizes would respond that their religious convictions allow or even compel them to employ the methodologies he disdains. Many Christians have provided theological rationales for adopting what Evans calls a thin form of rationality. Hauerwas has devoted much of his work to rejecting that view; it is not self-evidently
wrong. Hauerwas' insights, however, cannot be dismissed by positing as alternatives either full engagement along the terms set currently by bioethics, or retreat. Hauerwas forces all those interested in bioethics to notice -- as McCormick seemed to -- the costs of full engagement. How long can Christian healthcare remain the type of mission McCormick described when severed from Christian language and ritual? It makes believer and non-believer alike subject to the misconception that the good news about Christ's resurrection has little to do with the substance of Christian living. That is a position no Christian should welcome, and if bioethics requires us to contribute to that misconception, then we have a sufficient argument against Christian participation in bioethics, as McCormick seemed to realize. One of the ironies of all of this is that McCormick, who late in his career expressed such deep frustration at the impotence of bioethics and the secularization of Catholic healthcare, consciously chose to participate in the process that Evans and Hauerwas believe partially responsible for the impotence and secularization. Take, for instance, McCormick's own analysis of his participation on an Ethics Advisory Board. McCormick wrote in the early 1980s:

The Ethics Advisory Board ... was established at the behest of the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects. It included physicians, geneticists, lawyers, lay people, and two of us in the field of ethics. We chose to begin by considering this question: Is in vitro fertilization (IVF) with embryo transfer ethically acceptable? We defined ethically acceptable as ethically defensible, although not necessarily ethically right. Some 14 months later, we concluded that IVF was ethically defensible even though controversial, because the heart of it involves an evaluation that can't be proved.

McCormick focuses on the formation of the question. Arriving at the right question upon which to proceed was critical and already reveals the translation process Hauerwas and Evans describe. The question, like any question, sets the possibilities of its legitimate answer and cuts off access to other questions. As McCormick notes, the choice to pursue the ethically acceptable differs markedly from the pursuit of the ethically right. McCormick does not explain the distinctions between acceptable, defensible, and right, leaving it to his readers and the public to fill in the blanks. I shall assume without argument that ethically acceptable views are those meeting the standards of public rationality. That is, they express views that are not fanatical but are reasonable along the lines of reasonability described by the philosophers Robert Audi and John Rawls. If that is so, the convergence of this way of forming the question with Evans' and Hauerwas' analyses ought to be obvious. In choosing to ignore the question of the rightness of IVF, the Board effectively agreed to adopt a jerry rigged discussion. Once the question was so put, any conclusion other than the one they reached was unfathomable. McCormick agreed to the translation of his theological perspective into the accepted language of bioethics and abetted its almost complete inability to influence the outcome.

McCormick could have used his faith community's rejection of IVF as a position toward which to argue. Instead, the Catholic Church's rejection of IVF was irrelevant. He could have adverted to Christian anthropology, or a conception of creation, but instead he allowed that the fundamental "evaluation" about embryonic life could not be proved. "In moral matters you can't prove evaluations." Thus, the pursuit of the ethically defensible was reduced to considerations about possible states of affairs: Does IVF produce excess embryos? Would the destruction of excess embryos be abortion? What are the risks to the children created by IVF? Will severe defects result? Can IVF be contained? These are, of course, important questions once one disregards the prior
moral analysis of the procedure, a moral analysis that includes especially the doctrinal basis of a distinction between procreation and reproduction.(49) Considerations of Christian doctrinal issues are of course not welcome on most advisory committees, but one does not have to reference them explicitly to raise questions internal to IVF, such as: What does it teach us about biological parenthood? What does it display about our views of children as products of technology? All such questions are preemptively forbidden. Why questions that do arise count at all is also unclear, however. What does it matter that IVF produces excess embryos? Why do severe defects count? Are we not making evaluations here, too? Nothing is said by the Board about the moral significance of the questions they regard as morally significant. Can the Board, for instance, assume an answer to the rightness of abortion to reject IVF on the grounds that the destruction of excess embryos is abortion? McCormick does assume the wrongness of abortion (he writes, "abortion should not be part of the contract"[50]), but why he chooses to assume this but not the wrongness of IVF is unclear. Except, of course, if he had assumed the wrongness of IVF, he probably would have been asked to leave the Board. Had he assumed the wrongness of IVF, as he did abortion, the institutional visions of the Catholic church and the medical community would have clashed over the question of the right, for the Catholic church clearly rejects IVF.(51)

Lessons Learned

What lessons are we to draw from McCormick's experience in and reflections on bioethics and healthcare? The evidence that McCormick and others provide of an increasing institutional antagonism between medicine and theology is moving theology to reintegrate with morality. The momentum of this movement is undeniable, and many from varying perspectives within Catholic moral theology have taken note.(52) Strategic and theological grounds increase the momentum. If McCormick's self-assessment of the experience of bioethics is accurate, the strategic engagement of theology and medical science has been negative. Science effectively claimed exclusive jurisdiction over medicine; theology was incapable of slowing technological advances increasingly threatening to certain categories of persons (the very young, the very old, the very ill); and now theological interventions in bioethics seem just like that -- extrinsic and arbitrary constraints foisted upon an unwitting partner.

The theological argument for engaging science in the manner of the bioethical consultation suffers from this experience as well. There are different ways to assess the theological view that Catholic discourse is public discourse. Of course, the strategic argument is not irrelevant, for one of the claims of those defending this view is that it works; and when it does not work, a possible conclusion is that there is something wrong with the theory.(53) There are more fundamental reasons, however, to depart from that approach. Hauerwas has argued against that approach for decades, of course, but more and more Catholics see theological grounds for being explicitly theological.

For instance, in an important article on the changing self-understanding of the moral theologian, Peter Black and James Keenan show that the development of moral theology in the twentieth century includes increased appreciation for the reintegration of moral theology into theology.(54) Moral theologians, they write, "rediscover the theology of their discipline: the truth as it is in God and as manifested in Jesus Christ."(55) They note, as others have, that the manualist tradition separated moral theology from theology and to some extent mimicked canon law, and further divided moral theology into two parts: fundamental and special moral theology.(56) All
commentators appear to agree that these divisions were unfortunate. John Mahoney is especially critical:

[T]he mentality stimulating such over-systematization, and then in turn feeding on it, has impelled moral theology to view sin as above all a transgression of law, and has inculcated concepts of divine justice and retribution, and of God himself, which have bitten deep into the spiritual lives of millions.\textnormal{(57)}

Though perhaps we should not uncritically accept Mahoney's negative view, he draws our attention to the inseparable relationship of ethics to doctrines of God.

Black and Keenan's argument on behalf of theological reintegration is necessary to overcome an over-reified view of moral theology. Their analysis shows the fungibility of moral theology: Moral theology changes in its inevitable interactions with the world. We should expect, then, that interaction with medicine and healthcare will influence moral theology. We can press their point, however, even further.\textnormal{(58)} Karl Barth argued that ethics "belongs to the doctrine of God."\textnormal{(59)} Barth rejects the easy distinctions in our categories, curricula, and departments that entail the division of doctrine from ethics.\textnormal{(60)} We cannot resolve the problems he associates with this division merely by reattaching ethics to doctrine. He urges the acknowledgment of the sinfulness involved in the way we pose ethical questions:

[Man] wants to be like God. He wants to know of himself (as God does) what is good and evil. He therefore wants to \textit{give} this answer himself and of himself. So, then, as a result and in prolongation of the fall, we have 'ethics,' or, rather, the multifarious ethical systems, the attempted human answers to the ethical question.\textnormal{(61)}

Barth's point resonates with but also deepens Black and Keenan's. Where "ethics" or "moral theology" is conceived as responses to questions detachable from theology, we lapse into error and even sin. When, in Black and Keenan's term, moral truth becomes "ontological," manifested in the person of Christ,\textnormal{(62)} theology repossesses ethics as the pursuit of knowledge of God. Barth writes: "The man Jesus, who fulfills the commandment of God, does not \textit{give} the answer, but by God's grace He \textit{is} the answer to the ethical question put by God's grace."\textnormal{(63)} God both poses and answers the ethical questions.

Daniel Callahan has argued "the most striking change over the past two decades or so has been the secularization of bioethics."\textnormal{(64)} A field once dominated by "religious and medical traditions" is now "shaped by philosophical and legal concepts. The consequence has been a mode of public discourse that emphasizes secular themes: universal rights, individual self-direction, procedural justice, and a systematic denial of either a common good or a transcendent individual good."\textnormal{(65)} As McCormick's analysis implies, theologians have abetted these developments.

They abetted, and continue to abet, the secularization of bioethics by adopting a mode of discourse that implies the division of doctrine from ethics. If theologians want to remain bio ethicists, they shall have to follow Black and Keenan's insistence that moral theology become more theological. Thus they will transform their questions and not just their answers. Moreover, the moral theologian...
may be forced to acknowledge that at some point he or she no longer can transform the question sufficiently to allow his or her cooperation with its resolution.

The implications of the foregoing should be clear. McCormick correctly saw that the threats to Catholic healthcare are internal as well as external. The threats to Catholic healthcare, however, exist in part because of prior damage to the practice of moral theology. Moral theology must reassess its role in the enterprise that seeks knowledge about God. It cannot simply "apply" that knowledge to medicine, but it must allow persons who are disciples to transform healthcare in the manner McCormick suggested toward the end of his career. Early in his admittedly pessimistic essay on the end of Catholic hospitals, McCormick quoted the late Cardinal Joseph Bernardin. The emphasis of the cardinal's passage is not on the practice of Catholic medicine as *techne*, but as an expression of Christian allegiance to suffering presence that McCormick placed at the heart of the Catholic hospital's mission. The cardinal's words are an appropriate place to end this essay and to begin reconstructing a Catholic bioethics that can replace McCormick's pessimism with hope, for, as the cardinal states well, Catholic distinctiveness rests not in any technical capacity, but in bringing Christ's comfort to those especially in need.

As Christians, we are called, indeed empowered, to comfort others in the midst of their suffering by giving them a reason to hope. We are called to help them experience God's enduring love for them. This is what makes Christian health care truly distinctive. We are to do for one another what Jesus did: comfort others by inspiring in them hope and confidence in life. As God's ongoing, creative activity in the world and the love of Christ make it possible for us to continue to live despite the chaos of illness, so too our work in the world must also give hope to those for whom we care. Our distinctive vocation in Christian health care is not so much to heal better or more efficiently than anyone else; it is to bring comfort to people by giving them an experience that will strengthen their confidence in life. The ultimate goal of our care is to give to those who are ill, through our care, a reason to hope.

Let me be clear what I mean by 'hope.' It is not a hope for something. It is not the expectation that something will happen. Although some people hope for a physical cure, not everyone does. Often people believe that a cure is not possible, or they are too tired to hope to be restored to their former state of health. But, even when a cure is not to be expected, one can still hope. The hope of which I speak is an attitude about life and living in God's loving care. Hope, rooted in our trust of God's love for us in Christ, gives us strength and confidence; it comforts us with the knowledge that, whatever is happening to us, we are loved by God through Christ. 
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